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TARAS SHEVCHENKO — UKRAINE'S POET LAUREATE AND FIGHTER
FOR FREEDOM
THE PLUNDERED GRAVE
(Fragment)

J

Peaceful land, beloved country,
0 my dear Ukraine!
Why, my mother, have they robbed you?
Why do you thus wane ?
Before the sun rose in the morning
Did you fail to pray?
Did you to your unsure babes
Neglect to teach the way?
і—"I prayed, I worried, sleeping not,
Neither night nor day,
1 watched over my small children,
Teaching them the way,
And my flowers throve and grew, •
My children tme and good
And there was a'time, indeed,
When in this world I ruled.
Yea, indeed, I ruled... О Bohdan,
О my foolish son!
Look you well, now, on your mother,
On Ukraine, your own,
Who, as she rocked you, sang about
Her unhappy fortune.
And singing, wept a mother's tears,
Looking out for freedom! . . .
(Translated by Vera Rich.)

University of Toronto Press Announces
Publicotion of-Ukrainion
First Volume of 'Ukraine: A Concise ANNOUNCEMENT AND APPEAL
Encyclopaedia' Scheduled to
Of U.N.A. S u p r e m e Executive
Appear This Fall
Committee Regarding Ukrainian
Encyclopaedia in English
TORONTO. Ont. (Release of the University of Toronto

(Born on March 9, 1814 — Died on March 10, 1861)

C a n a d i a n S e n a t e Hears of Francois-Poncet, French Scholar,
Martyrdom of Metropolitan Slipy Condemns Russian Enslavement
Of Ukraine
Senator William M. Wall Scores Moscow For Oppression

Press).—The University of Toronto Press. Toronto, Canada, is
proud to announce the publication in the fall of 1962 of the
first volume of Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia.
This is a unique and major work, a revised and amended
edition of a three-volume set published in Ukrainian in 1949, by
the Shevchenko Scientific Society under the editorship of
Professor Volodymyr Kubiyovych, research scholar and general
secretary in Paris, Professor George Shevelov and Professor
Clarence A. Manning of Columbia University. The late Luke
Myshuha, former editor-in-chief of Svoboda, Ukrainian daily,
was another principal editor.
This massive and authoritative work has now {been revised
and translated by a number of prominent. research scholars
from the U.S-A. and Canada. The work cpntains воигсе material
and bibliography on various aspects of Ukraine and its people.
Among the wide range of subjects included are its history,
georgraphy, geology, population, ethnography, language, reli
gion, culture, literature, fine arts, law, theater, publications,
press, libraries, archives, museums, economy, sociology, public
health and armed forces. A great number of maps and photo
graphs are included.
This encyclopedia will be of the greatest value to librarians,
governmental agencies, and to all those who seek knowledge of
Eastern Europe. It will take its place amongst the major refer
ence books of the 20th century.

Elsewhere in this issue of Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Weekly there appears an official release of the University of
Toronto Press regarding the forthcoming publication of the
first volume of Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia. This encyclo
pedia is being published through the efforts of two outstanding
Ukrainian institutions which have Taras Shevchenko as their
patron: the Shevchenko Scientific Society, especially its general
secretary Prof. Volodymyr Kubiyovych, and the Ukrainian
National Association, with the late editor-in-chief of UNA pub
lications, Dr. Luke Myshuha; both of these scholars originated
the project and contributed substantially towards its realization.
Other leading scholars of the Shevchenko Scientific Society, as
well as those of our other scientific Institution, the Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciences in the United States, collaborated
on the preparation of the volume. The rank and file of the UNA
membership with their Supreme Executive Committee, headed
by the late Supreme President Dmytro Halychyn, over the
many years strongly and wholeheartedly supported this project
financially and all these efforts contributed substantially toward
the realization of this greatest factual work on Ukraine In the
English language.
Now that the book is in print we must see to It that it is
properly and fully utilized.
Therefore, the Ukrainian National Association, in express
ing its wholehearted gratitude to all those who contributed their
knowledge and labor toward the completion of the first volume
і JERSEY CITY, N.J. (Special).—The1 announcement by the of the Ukrainian encyclopaedia, appeals to our community to do
University of Toronto Press of the forthcoming'publication of its share as well. The preparation of this Volume lasted overten
the first volume of Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia, con years and the cost ran'into'tens of thousands of dollars.
The Ukrainian National Association appeals to our com
stitutes one of the greatest achievements of the Ukrainian Na
munity to purchase thiB book and to assist to distribute It aa
tional Association, which is subsidizing the cost of this outstand
^g work.
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Dies at 77
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KEEP YOUR INSURANCE-SITFOfeCE
• j
B y THEODORE LUTWmlUC

By CLAXENCE A . MANNING

President Kennedy undoubt- ing the organization completely
The monthly reports of the long list Theae»lo*eem reduet
edly came to a correct and just as it has succeeded in
Financial and Recording De gains that are made through
patriotic decision when he re- silencing the Security Council
partment of the Ukrainian Na the admission of new member*.
cently announced that the except for protests against the
tional Association are publish It would not be a serious m i t t
United State* would resume the West and the General Assem
ed
in Svoboda. The financial re ter if the suspended members
tasting of nuclear devices in bly except for attacks on West*
port lists the sums paid by the became reinstated the follow*
KHRUSHCHEVS
the atmosphere, if the Soviet era colonialism.
adult and juvenile members of ing month, but the number of .
Accepted for mailing at special rate of postage provided for Union did not agree to sign a
PROPAGANDA GIMMICK
In line with this we must re
the 500 branches of the UNA, reinstatements usually com
Section 1130 of Act of October 8,1617 authorized July 81, Ш treaty providing for the end• FLATLY REJECTED - . ,
member that Khrushchev and
and presents an account of the pares poorly with the number
ing of nuclear testing and the
his Kremlin gang were not '. .Premier Khrushchev's' perincome and expenditures for of suspensions. Every sus
THE tJKBAINlAN WEEKLY
destruction of agreed amounts
faced with any internal op sonajf'letter to President Kenthe. month. The recording re pension list includes
of
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material
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a
Subscription Rate: 13.50 Annually (42.50 for UNA members)
position to the reintroduction ftedyV'Containlng a proposal for,
port lists the n a m e s of American or Canadian-t
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of
inP. O. Box S4d
Jersey City 3, N . J .
of testing. They were not an 18-Qation s u m m i t con
hew members, reinstatements, members.
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spection before the middle of
faced with any Internal op ference on disarmament in
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transfers' to other branches,
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We all knoW'that whetf**
April. He refused to be brought
position for the will of the Geneva, Switzerland, has been
cash surrenders, changes of young person lakes out ДО
editorial
into any summit conference
Kremlin is law at any given politely but' unequivocally' re
classes, deaths, suspensions, surance h e has a good reason
also, until some satisfactory
moment and such Was the jected b y the* leaders of t h e
and the like, and gives the for doing s o ; he'needs it ant)
progress on disarmament had
character of the Russian in Western Powers. Although the
numbers of the branches in is in position tQ;psV for i t But
been made on the level of the
telligentsia in the past and 'tone.of Khrushchev's'letter to
which the changes occurred.
wp do not. know-^hV, after a
foreign ministers, so that the
chiefs
A study of these reports will year or so, he suddenly stops
Perhaps there is no poet in any nation who is so revered summit conference could be still is, the only conceivable op the President and other
position would be an anarchist of State' of the WestrTias been
indicate the progress of the payments and' allows hi'nself
and honored as Taras Shevchenko, Ukraine's poet laureate and held with some hope of success.
ic movement which would of described as "polite" and
two departments, for the grand to be suspended. No one would
All this was very wise, for
national hero. We barely completed the observances of the 100th
fer no trouble to the.trained "courteous," its content reveals
total closings of the month are deliberately drop' bis insur
anniversary of hia death in 1961, when we begin this month to we all remember that during secret police, even though they the adherence to the long-es
included. In March I960, for ance—at least, no one should,
commemorate hia H8th birthday anniversary, Shevchenko was the past three years when are not so much in evidence as tablished Kremlin technique of
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000,000. Today it has 81,000 Lack of funds? MisunderstandOn the other hand there is a
United States and Great BritOne of the greatest merits of Shevchenko for the Ukrain ain refrained from making any vociferous minority in both absence of concrete proposals
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ian people was the fact that he wrote his inspiring poetry in and so did the Soviet Union ap- Great Britain and the United
000,000. The figures speak for
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themselves.
the Ukrainian language, thus proving that that language was parently. At the Geneva Con- States which opposes testing
serious-minded are indifferent;
chev to persuade the Western
as good as any not only for the common people but for the ference the representatives of on grounds that they scarcely heads of state to be swayed
In every monthly report of they just don't care.. Later oh,
the Recording Department a perhaps, when Urey are older,
expression of higher Ideas aiid sentiments. The draconic Rus the three powers agreed upon understand. Some are actuated into a. compromising summit
number of suspensions are or married, they 'will think
sian decree which were directed at the Ukrainian language could point after poii\t of the pro- by pseudo-religious motives,* conference on the issue of dis
listed- Sometimes it is a rather seriously of protection.
not break or destroy the magnetic power and Influence of the posed treaty and thdn suddenly others by ft fear of nuclear armament has merely added to
destruction of the world with
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all of the points previously re- some like Lord Russell prefer
port compares him to such he does not have funds for.
was as good and as literate as was the Russian, PoBsh, Cxech garded as. settled. From then ring to be red rather than dead. stantial proposals of the Кгетт
White House figures as Edward surance, which is under
or any other language. Today, in Ukraine, under the domination on the situation rapidly de- They are troubled by the pos- lin rejected previously on the
House, Harry Hopkins and able. But unemployment is only
of Communist Russia, Ukrainian is the official language, and al teriorated, until Moscow an- sibUities of a hostile reaction grounds Jthat.it lacks ару con
Sherman Adams. Although temporary, BO why doesn't the
though Moscow relentlessiy presses its Russincation, the lan nounced that because prior to on the part of world opinion, crete proposals, affording even
Robert Kennedy's official post member reinstate his insurance ,
a remote possibility of a mutu
guage of Shevchenko is no longer contemptuously despised a s the moratorium the West had even though they saw',that
places him in charge of the when he is working again?
al agreement fin the problem of
conducted more tests than the the uncommitted nations in the',
"the speech of swineherds and peasants."
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But Shevchenko was more than a linguistic innovator. He
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most immediately Khrushchev of the Russian tests, Дог they
beyond the ramifications of stand the term "suspended:"
slavery, he gained his precious freedom at> a great price, A s gave the signal and a long did not want to put themselves -and patient meticulation on the'
that Department: he person They seem tpJ; think tiiat 1jy '
a result, he never ceased to fight and plead for the liberation of series of tests, often of tremen- in a position of criticizing Mos part of the West than the issue
ally
conducted investigations being suspended their insur
of
mutual
disarmament
under
the serfs throughout the Czarist empire. True, some great Rus dous power, ensued. When Mos- cow lest Moscow do something
on the Cuban fiasco and it was ance becomes hull and void.
sian writers, like'Turgehiey," also played a part, but the gospel cow had finished, Khrushchev to them, while they feel sure some sort of international conon his prudent advice that Others, who move from city to
and suffering of Shevchenko were a far more potent influence, reverted to his original idea that the United States will not' $£*• The «** results of the
President Kennedy dispatched city, allow themselves to bo
and when an imperial ukaae abolished serfdom on the day of that tests should be banned for attack them and so they are "negotiations with the Russians
Gen. Lucius Clay to Berlin and suspended because they have
Taras' funeral, the association of his name with this important good and all.
free to condemn it to their/ a ™ well taow^ they aU have
Gen. Maxwell Taylor to South the idea that by leaving the
heart's content Thus it was 'ended after months and years
event was inevitable. Shevcbcako was one of the fathers of
Vietnam.
cities in which their branches
more difficult for President of,fruitless talks in complete
Game of Khrushchevpersonal freedom, and in the words of-Prof. Watson Kirkconare located they !forfeited fheijr
It
is
widely
assumed
that
It is very possible that at Kennedy who has a sincere de-' frustration and with conspicunell, he was a "sort of Ukrainian Lincoln."
Robert Kennedy will eventually membership. Other members
sire to effect a real disarma- on* absence of agreement on
But the significance of Shevchehkd to modern Ukraine lies least some of the preparations
resign from his present post refuse to pay" extra dues to
ment and bring about . a PWh, І Й ? П І Г Ч J&& beete points of
and again devote his time and their branches for' sick benefit
above all in his passionate patriotism, his pure love of and ad- had been discovered by the A- Ynanent :peace to** make., the concern. Ami l\ ЬЄСІ)ПДЄД,ОЬmerican government, whether
attention to the management of privileges and drop their in
mlrajbion for the Ukrainian past, and his unswerving, faith in• "viou8 that Ще Rysajjafls. wisp to
through its intelligence or, scithe presidential campaign on surance. Some" are'not satisfied
the future rebirth of- the Ukrainian people to "their•"national entific agencies, but If so, it reіJJP»f|t|Pf ^4**.
behalf of his elder brother in 'with their insurance and lot i t '
and political freedom. Czars Nicholas I і and'Alexander ГГ we*te mained, a., carefully guarded
'or time, .arguhig
І964. La ter,. it is speculated, he- lapse І Some think' UNA ddes
1
well aware of the fact that Shcvqhenko's poetry Ші deadly secret and, publicly, the United and extend his support, Й ш и ї - і ^ г ' . - ^ ^ е * , ! ^ pv'oj^ing
may run for a Senatorial seat Щ toof-higfc' »--< t* badfjton* •-•
because it was instinctive With Ukrainian *.patriotism, and be States government maintained taneouely to all forms of" ln-1 *?Y « F , P f ,.commitment, .of,
from the S'tate of MaasachusA suspended-member « A y '
cause 'it dared to challenge Ruasian autocracy and t o W e e : ^ e " p o s i t i o n ; І Ь а Г л ^ ' о г а pf cited 1 warfare . Ь і З і Й і Ж і Ь л i w i nature..The Wes.t has,
setts and still later, when he become reinstated and restore
hostfttty against the oppressors of Ukraine. , ,'.',
', ',,,.' , ^Khrushchev ,ani.qf;-tfy» Soviet
> » - l y
drawn .obvious
will have become 42 years old >fi& • insurance to-' full •force
from
disarmament
Tb'his powerful poena, ''The Caucasus" ЧІ844), Shevchenko I government, ;waa tq be treated
— for the presidency of tl\e status upon paying the dues in
United States,. Tkus, Rqtjcrt 'атеага. .Members have the
bitterly castigated Russian aggression and; imperialism in tho, as reliable to the greatest exKennedy's world-wide tour and right to transfer from^-one..
Caucasus, and ha was truly a champion of,the .enslaved оопл,.tent, possible, £vcn.though the
his active participation hf theX branch to another as many
Rueslan nations at that time. His Prometh<?u8. is aisymbol ,of- history of i5 years « С 6 щ и а
political affairs of the nation times as may be required.,The
undying. freedom, an embodiment of man's eternal quest of, nist' rule 'shows scarcely one
master,
of
subterfuge
while
the
agreement'(hat'the masters, of
must be viewed in the ligbt.pf member obtains a transfer lot- ,
freedom and personal liberty.
, . ' i ; .••'.-• .•:<
• •<•}. • Ще. Kre/nlih, hjave hot broken'
uncommitted nations wander'in the future career possibilities ter )troni one branch and pfe* ,
It is safe to assert that. In-no other European literature openly or secretly whenever it
'the'sloughicrf darkness and re of tiils young and dynamic sents it to hie new branch. НІз
does- one find a poet for whom his native co'iintry slnd t h e fate suited their Interest and we
fuse to take sides even in their leader.
insurahce' re™<lp« in• force , as ,
of its people were such an all-embracing siibject 6t'fcjsі jirhple have ho reason" to believe that
own defenaft^That is the dan
though nothing had. happened.
ger that the United States is
life arid literary creativeness.
in this respect Nikita Khrush
Members may transfer, from
LITERARY
REACTION
'
now ,facing' and it is for the
She vchenko's spiri t had definitely mhuchccdthcUkraih- chev differs in the slightest
IN UKRAINE
Я b ranches where sick fund duel
President' t $ ' carry out his
are 'obligatory and g o , to
ians of his era' and those that came after him. The entire,U- degree ft^om Lenin and, Stalin.
statement
and
not'
be
deflected
We
can
be
the
more
certain
of
The official literary Organ of branches which have no such
krainlan national rebirth e l the nineteenth and twentieth cen
from
his
course
by
specious
ar
this when we look even for one the Congo, the control of the be- accepted by Khrushchev
Soviet
Ukraine,
L i t e r a t u r n a requirements.
On the Other
turies was and still is Influenced by his immortal poetry.
instant at the relations between routes to Berlin, the setting up with little hesitation and there guments either to soften his Haxeta (The Literary Gazette) hand, members who desire sick
Perhaps' there were a few enlightened Ukrainians who knew
Moscow and the United Na of a guaranteed neutral gov is good likelihood that the in policy or to neutralize it is appearing as of February 16, fund benefits may transfer into
who George Washington was, and, whose counterpart Shev tions, its insistence upon treat
ernment in Laos, or the crea ternational commission to in hrough an improper use of in 1962 under the new title of Li branches which maintain such
chenko hoped would emerge in Ukraine, that is, that Wash ing all the officers of the tion of a neutral zone in Korea spect the destruction of fission ternational inspection which in teraturna Ukraina (Literary U- funds.
ington's spirit, and revolutionary flame would be embodied in United Nations as enemies of under the supervision of a able materials will be as care the name of the United Nations kraine) and this change of
Members who. are dissatisfied
a new Ukrainian leader, who would lead the Ukrainian nation the I Communist bloc, if they mixed commission of Western fully nearsighted as the com does not inspect and leaves it nomenclature is supposedly with their insurance may
to its national and political freedom. But subsequent genera are not from it, and its re powers, Communists and neu mission which cannot find to Khrushchev to continue his meant to represent a concession change to types they desire.
tions of Ukrainians well understood the prophetic reference of fusal to cooperate in building trals. All of these have proved troops from Northern Vietnam policy in whatever form he on the part of the Communist Such changes result in debits
Shevchenko to George Washington, father and founder of the up* a super-national corps of already a delusion and a snare. in. Laos and troops moving thinks best. For 40 years the party to those literary critics or credits. Members who think
United Nations officials who, In nil these India which has from North Vietnam through free world has not confronted who lamented "the sad mono their rates are. high may
United States of America.
Moscow with the consequences
according to tho Charter, arc
Of course, the greatness of Shevchenko cannot be measured to be loyal to the United Na furnished the neutral chairman, Lads tq. attack Southern Viet of its. policy except in the last tony and repetition of the titles change their insurance for
has seen to it that no com nam which is ^struggling, to
of periodical publications" in types requiring less dues.
by the limited knowledge of him in the Western world. The Rus tions as a world organization plaints of the West are ever maintain freedom;
ЧГОЗД • daysbf the League of Nations. the republics of the USSR. The
Many suspensions are un
sians and their friends in various countries saw to it that he rather than to consider them seriously investigated, eo that
appearance of Literaturna U- necessary. We urge suspended
should not gain the popularity and fame to which be was rightly selves loaned from their own Moscow and Peiping are per account /erfd >W -can/only1 hope free world'has learned by ex ae well as member of the edit
members to write to the UNA
entitled. They scornfully labelled him as a "poet of the peasants," country to the United Nations fectly free to violate almost that idealistic 'and possibly perience and will proceed to ex orial article by L. Dmyterko. and ask for reinstatement to*
a non-conformist" who could not conquer Russian society and with the object of advancing openly the terms of an armis secretly suspicious figures may pand freedom within and with former Stalinist and represen formation.
therefore began writing Inflammatory poetry against the Czar the interests of their own coun tice, while the propaganda not impose upon' President out the Iron Curtain, to the tative of the reactionary trend
The best way to keep your
and his regime. Of course, all this was not true, or even close try. It was with a view to at agencies berate the West con Kennedy their desires and keep non-Russian nations of the in Soviet Ukrainian literarure insurance in force is to learn
taining this latter position that stantly for the slightest move. him from carrying on those U.S.S R.. the satellites and the as well as member of the edit about the UNA. If there is any
. to the truth.
Khrushchev started his demand
Today, Taras Shevchenko is no longer a n obscure poet, who for a triple Secretariat with That is why the United States tests which he, the armed unconscious dupes among the orial Btaff of the magazine- thing you do not understand
uncommitted nations. Then we Dmyterko's article, titled "With
has finally decided to help Viet
to the UNA for an exsome hundred years ago advocated and prayed for a new rule each representative having an nam without rendering any ac foroae and the Atomic Energy may hope to see a peaceful and a New Name — Toward New write
planation Don't 'take chances
Commision feel are necessady
and law in Ukraine. True, neither Encyclopedia Americana nor absolute veto so as to hamstr- count to the armistice commls- for the defense of the free a warless world.
(Continued on page S)
with your insurance.
any other American encyclopedia, has recognized Shevchenko,
or deemed it important to have a reference to this great man
=
who inspired millions, and who still Is a symbol of undying
Russian empire. Will we have losses when over 5,000.000 of j ocracies remain tongue-tied, tion and integration of the ef«
freedom not only to the Ukrainians, but to many other na
the wisdom and the courage to Its faithful were forcibly in Why? What does it all mean? forts of free peoples in. i l !
tions enslaved by Commiinist Russia.
distinguish between the help corporated into the Russian Or So I ask you, "What message P a r t a o f Л е world'to the end
Significantly, the Soviet state was compelled to recognize
less . but still hopeful Commu thodox Church (Hierarchy —
do we or can we bring to these ^ a t f u ^ e r . ^ d Pr**°tly uhi
Shevchenko, and the official view of the U.S.S.R is that Shev (Extract from an address to the Plenary Session of the AtUintic nist <victime and their dictatori all Imprisoned and now dead —
c
- * -- —
dreamedі of human
progress
chenko was a great revolutionary fighter "who fought only Convention of NATO nations held in Paris in January, 1062, de- al bossej? Behind the Iron Cur but one—over 5,000 clergy, people?"
may be attained in freedom for
tain,
the
West
has
many
more
etc.)
I have submitted these few nations, and in liberty and huagainst social injustices," but was not against the Russian Uivercd by the Honorable WiUiam U. Wall, Canadian Senator of
allies than anyone dares hope.
The West remained mute—as informal, and really unstruc- man dignity for each individual
people. True, Shevchenko was not against the common Rus Ukrainian descent.)
I t . i s important to remember if uninterested. The West was tured comments in a spirit of created in the image of God
sian people and those many Russian liberal leaders, who like
that' more than 50 per cent of equally mute in the infamous earnest cooperation — for I the Almighty. As the last
himself, longed for the day of freedom for all to enjoy. But
This
afternoon's
session dependence and real individual the U.8.S.R, is composed of 1930's when the Ukrainian Or share your high hopes that in
Shevchenko was deadly hostile to the political jailers and op heard a message from the As freedom under truly democrat submerged and subjugated or thodox Church was similarly the short time at our disposal B p e. a k. e r. в..о рвгііатЛ . / * ^toted
pressors of the Ukrainian people, the Russian Czars, their sembly of Captive Nations of ic national governments.
captive nationalities who are liquidated.
we may jointly make some use- O U t ' 1 b e h e v e w e d o *»• *****
armies, their brutal police and the opportunistic Russian Europe—of Central and East
We are talking about a mes certAtnly n ° t happy with things
Now, if you please, .15-16 ful contribution towards solv- i n o u r eventual future fate in
bureacracy which was s docile instrument of Czarist oppres ern Europe. May I admit I am sage of greater hope for great- as they are.
years after the irillegal putshon ing the imperative need for which freedom and human
concerned about something. er human progress in liberty
Permit me a few minutes to Greek Catholic Church, the re greater coordination, coopera- dignity will prevail.
sion.
It is for all this that we revere and honor Shevchenko to that is still missing ігцоиг de- and with the safeguarding and discuss a problem which is presentatives of the U.S.S.R.
liberations, and this omission' enlarging of human dignity—
day, on the 148th anniversary of his birth. The epirit of Shev carries an implied assumption- to our own citizens. What kind symptomatic of what kind of are the big "heroes" in joining Resolution proposed by Senator William M. Wall, passed by the
attitude by the nations of the with others in drafting prin Political and Economic Committee of the Atlantic Convention:
chenko cannot rest, for the dream of Shevchenko is not yet which perturbs me. This as of message have we for these
West?
ciples for the preservation and
fulfilled. Not only does the world know less freedom today sumption has to do with what "gobbled-up" nationalities who
We had just 16 years ago a extension of religious liberty
— Whereas Soviet expansion Its recognition of the inalienthan at any time in the last hundred years since the death of I would term the mythology did plead for help against Com- classic example of modern and the freedom of practice
has destroyed the effective na able rights of all nations to as
Taras Shevchenko, but the threat of universal serfdom, as of the internal salubrity and munism long ago — who did Communist perfidy.
one'e religious faith-. And we tional independence of many
sume freely the responsibilities
grim as that over Shevchenko'a native Ukraine, hangs over the strength of the U.S.S.R.— as warn us repeatedly long be•*—'Over five million freedom- are mute. Why?
peoples in Eastern and Central of self-determination and selfif its 200 million people were fore Khrushchev spilled just loving Western-oriented Uentire world.
Last year the U S.S.R. led Europe, sequentially denying
government, and expresses its
Thus, we are fortunate to be able to honor this great U- to be written off our strategy a few of the beans a couple krainian and other Greek Cath the attack in the Sub-Com to their individual members
firm belief that the problem of
olics
were
forcibly
incorporated,
equation—-as
If
behind
the,
Iron
of
years
ago?
I
am
a
Canadian
mittee
to
pillory
West
Germany
the
free
exercise
of
their
reli
krainian bard in free America, and we hope that our fellow
the captive nations of Eastern
Americans will understand the great genius of Shevchenko, for Curtain we had no real friends of Ukrainian origin — and I into the Russian Orthodox for its supposed tacit approval gious rights and democratic and Central Europe--should be
Church by a fake Synod (the
it was Shevchenko who visualised a free Ukraine in the image at all — as if the enslaved or. wonder what kind of message Communists had to go through of anti-Semitism, and' it now liberties—with all the attend resolved in accordance with the
wanta this new instrument to ant injurious effects upon the
captive nationalities within the, we will have for the more than
of George Washington's country. Indeed, there is no other Russian-dominated totalitarian 40 million freedom-searching the motions of pseudolegality). be a binding convention and general climate of European rights and the principles of
country in which Shevchenko's Spirit and і ideals "are better re empire no longer dreamed or Ukrainians who have been eubThe Ukrainian C a t h o l i c not a declaration of goals or security and progress.
both Individual liberty and na
flected than in this great and free land of ours.
staggering ideals but the Western demlonged for real national in-1 merged in the Communist-ruled Church suffered
— This Convention affirms tional setf-de^rmiuatiou.
i-
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15th Annual U.A.V. Convention
A t Soyuzivka
By

WALTER K L A W S N I K

Sports

Scene

»!• І :. н чг, ,'(;*.

U.N.A. BOWLING LEAGUE NEWS
VIC ROMANY8HYN EXCELS WITH 613 SERIES

By S T E P H E N K U R L A K
KERHONKSON. N.Y. — A by, Stephen Shegda, and Wal
Keen competition developed standings when they lost two
meeting of the National Execu ter Senyshyn.
tive Board of the Ukrainian ASoyuzivka has again been between the top-ranking U- games out of three to the lat
merican Veterans was held on selected by the National Execu krainian Sitch keglere and the ter. The Presbyterians, whose
Saturday, February 24, at the tive Board as the site for the second place Number One 907-pin game was third highest
Ukrainian National Association 15th Annual Convention of the Team of the Ukrainian Ameri- for the night, but-bowled the
Resort, Soyxuivka, Kerhonk- U.A.V. This combination busi can Veterans Post of Newark S t Johnsmen in the first two
i.son, New York. Commander ness and gala affair- will be in the matches held Friday. games and lost the third via
Matthew Pope opened the meet held on the weekend of June March 2. Winning the' "first the' "handicap route."
The!Number Two Veteran*
ing arid after the acceptance of Д5, 16, and 17, 1962. Conven game by the night's highest
the previous meetings' minutes, tion Chairman will -be George score of 931 pins, the Sitch- Team won two games from the
proceeded with executive officer Wolynetx, Jr.; • Emil Senkow, men failed to press their -ad- Ukrainian. Center five mainly
the
high-pressure
reports. Senior Vice-Command Journal'Chairman: W. Thomas vantage and lost the second through
er Stephen Shegda stated that Darmopray,
Journal
Vice- and third games to the Veter- bowling of its A. Chymiy whose
222- 246-pin single game was high
he now has Associate Member Chairman; Anthony Kutcher, ans. Vet. Romanyshyn's
1
ship Applications. These Ap Reservations Chairman; Wai pin score, plus a 266 rolled*Ц$ est for. the .evening. and second
plications are for Ukrainian A- ter Bacad, Reservations Vice- M; Lytwyn in the second game highest for the season.
Al Walker paced the Cen
Ukrainian delegation visits Mayor Collins of Boston. Pictured merican Veterans in areas Chairman';' Walter Klawsnik. were the deciding factors for
the winning and second-highest ter! tes' with a 517-pin combo
left to right are: Orest Szcxudluk, Chairman. Boston Branch, where there is no Veterans Publicity -Chairman. Mr. Daniel
game of the evening, and J.' which helped "them win the
UCCA; Volodymyr Maiknt; Mrs. Mary Pruehnicki; Nicholas P o s t Welfare Officer Emil Sen- Slobodian, Manager of the re
Kalba's 214 led the Veterans to
Dawyskyba: the Rev. Em і I Sharanevych; Dr. W. Bandera; At kow reported on final prepara sort, was present at the meet the winning third. Romanyshyn lone third game.
The Ukrainian
Orthodox
torney Anna Chopek; seated are the Rev. W. Kozorix and tion prior to the "Kick-Off" ing to discuss and coordinate and Lytwyn were the two top
date for the Welfare Fund with the Veterans for success
Church aggregation, which was
Mayor Collins.
bowlers
of
the
evening
with
Drive starting March 1 1962. ful Convention. The next Exec
led by heavy rollers like L.
and terminating April 30, 1962. utive Board meeting will be whopping sets of 613 and 600 Janick and J. Grona who re
Chairman Senkow announced held on March 24, 1962, at 3 pins, respectively. Sitchmen J. gistered series of 598 and 549,
the following as his Committee, P.M. at Post No. 1 Headquart Watson and J. Chuy were the respectively, was the only team
pacemakers with single game to make a three-game sweep
Meron Karbiwnyk, Martin Hor- ers in Philadelphia.
totals of 214 and 206, respec in its match with the St. John's
(Concluded from Page 1)
tively.
Holy Name Society quintet
being a great producer of the Soviet Union. But this pro
The
"senior"
St.
John's
The "junior" St. John's
ject
had
to
be
abandoned
be
wheat, iron, coal, manganese
C.W-V. bowlers saw the First C.W.V. keglers lost two games
and the like.lt was toward U- cause of the general opposition.
Ukrainian Presbyterian Men's to the Brotherhood of the Holy
In Ukraine, the Ukrainian that
kraine that Hitler and the Na
Organization quintet pull up to Ascension five and found them
is spoken is a language which
zis turned their covetous eyes, is different' from' the Russian
within one game of their third selves slipping down too close
By DANIEL T. KVIYK
•
••.'•'
as they wanted to find space in the same degree as Spanish
The complete' gamut of trim- may in many instances require place position in the league to the cellar spot for comfort
there by murdering its.popula differs from Italian. And the inal activities, ranging from hospital care and treatment,
U.N.A. BOWLING LEAGUE OF NEW JERSEY
deep sympathies of the country £he petty through the vicious, which may aggravate instead
tion.-.
TEAM STANDINGS*
"Did the systematic efforts are traditionally turned to the come before the Magistrate's of alleviate. ' '
of the Kremlin to do the same West If they cbuld be expres Court of the City of New York.
. .
HighЗОЧлеTotal
To more vividly observe the
thing bring them any success? sed freely, they Would undoubt The' persons appointed to ad- workings of the' Magistrate's
Won' Lost Game High Pins Avr.
edly
be
in
favor
of
'the
Eu
:
Not. to an extent that one
minister these Courts must be Court, the Ukrainian Profes- 1. Ukrainian Sitch A. A.
'47" 31
993 '2743'64095 821
would believe. In the middle of ropean community.'
д ^ г в б в 1 63987 820
individuals of keen insight in- sional Association will attend a 2. Ukr. American'Vets No'. 1 44 v '34
the XlXth century Ukraine
'43
35
860 24Ш 60395 774
"Undoubtedly foreign in tq, not only the "law, but the session of Night Court, on 3. St. John's CW.V. Srs.
was an amorphous ethnic mass vaders may find at times a psychology of human behavior. Tuesday, March 13. Judge Bay 4. First Ukr. Presb. Chruch 42
36 W2 2618 61811 792
of people, preserving its cus cohesion of Russian patriotism. Often times, where the law er will be the presiding Justice 5. Ukr. American Vts No. 2
40
38
908 2542 60671 777
toms, songs, costumes and folk But in a war of aggression and proves Inadequate or ineffectu that evening. It will serve as 6. Ukrainian Center
38«/, 39 '/2 940 2571 61726 791
lore, but without political conquest, it is not certain that al, resort must be made to an excellent illustration of the 7. Br'hood Holy Ascension
37
41 880 2462 60595 776
orientation. But today it has the Soviets msy count on such reason, understanding and re variety and scope of matters 8. Ukr. Orthodox Church
36
42 983 2661 61944 794
recovered a consciousness far a cohesion. We don't go so far flection as to the stimulus and which come before a City Mag 9- S t John's C.W.V. Jrs.
35>/j 42»/2 806 2185 52221 669
more accentuated with its per as to say that the Muscovite motivation of certain courses istrate and the decisions that 10. St. John's H.N.S.
27
51 880 2444 57984 743
sonality. The number and аз- colossus has clsy feet- But of human conduct. Thereafter. must be rendered in connection
dor of the groups which repre there are weak points which Judgment must be made in con therewith. All, who arc in
sent it abroad provide the most cannot be hidden behind any formity with the act. with terested in spending a most
B y OlXH ZWADIUK
convincing confirmation. Had it facades. We complain about our its
encompassing
circum stimulating evening by witness
been not so, one could not ex weaknesses: the USSR has its
NEW YORK. — The New feree banished the Brooklyn
ing one phase of the adminstraplain why Khrushchev, on or own. Khrushchev know)j It bet
Uon'of- bur' judicial ВувЧет, are
dure Worn Stalin, .had. to pro- ter than ariybnV'eYse. The least
Qordiany invited'to'attend.'The

Francois-Poncet Condemns

Judge Walter Bayer Addresses
Ukrainian Professional Ass'n

USCi Nationals Gain Victories

Children to Receive Award
discussion wi|l be presented py mto the left aide of the Brook^ »n succession, over a five-year
persons who have recently НУ0 net; 25 minutes later Ross span. Newark has yet to win
travelled behind tile "Iron Cur kicked in. an identical goal to a game from the US Cham
tain" on, their impressions of make the' first ЬаІҐ score read pions, who riow have 14-2-1
fe&gue record.
'
Ukraine. One'of ttie'hjgtilights 2:0 in favor of-USC.
In the second half the Uof the evening should certainly
European Cup
be the many camera slides of krainian side completely dom
Benfica of Portugal, the de
aging to society in general. • Ukraine which will be shown- inated the play running circles
around the German defense. fending champions of the Eu
Although thc play was pretty ropean cup. will meet the
to watch it was not as produc British champion Tottenham
tive as it should have been. At Hotspurs in the semi-finals of
thc 25th minute of the second the European Soccer Cup.
half Walter Czyzowych raised Standard Liege of Belgium
thc count to 3-0. Ten minutes will meet Real Madrid оГ Spain.
The concert offered last week Kondra), were clear proofs of
later Brooklyn got on thc The Spanish team defeated
at the church of St. Volody the performers" abilities.
scoring sheet when their for Juventus of Italy in Paris last
myr in New York by the stu
But there was something wards made the only dangerous week. This was the third match
dents of Oleh Gabrusewycz- more: above the four different
play of this half, capitalizing between these two' teams be
Musychenko was indeed a personalities, »• unifying in
on a misunderstanding between cause the first two ended in a
.'.-4
pleSsant experience. It afforded fluence manifested itself as
Bradley and Patterson. Ted 1:1 draw forcing the extra
to the one whose interest goes something difficult to define: it
Purdon made it 4-1 one minute game.
Jariaary 15, 1962the American ideals of liberty
beyond the technical skin of was perhaps thc pulsation, the
.1
later on a pass by Czyzowych
and justice.
music, an opportunity to judge vigorous, healthy sound they
Tennis
from close range. Czyzowych
Mr. ClayCoss- •».
Furthemore, we will regard
a teacher in action and fore extracted from the piano, so
Eighty foreign tennis playand Purdon have developed a
Managing Editor
your weeklies as a tribune
cast growing heights for his far from the percussion treat
good system of interchanging era—including five or six from
Civic Education ^Service
promoting Russian imperialism
students.
ment which is commonplace to their
MRS.
ANN
C.
SMERKA
MRS.
JAMES
H.
STOBrE
positions
frequently, Russia— will get an all-ex1733 K Street . ~
and colonialism. The maps of
It
is
difficult
to
teach
and
day. Here was an instalment baffling their opponents, since pencee-pald • trip to the U.S. in
• TEACHER OF RETARDED RECEIVES
Washington 6, <DC
Russian domination without
one should know mainly what singing with full voice without it is difficult to cover these two August to play m the National
CLUBWOMEN'S AWARD
"СогцрІе1е|у non-partiaan" separate indication of Ukraine
cannot be taught by manuals a bit of harshness or muscular dangerous forwards.
singles championships at For
and
Byelorussia,
as
well
as
the
but conveyed as living ex
CivicEducation Service's
Tempers flared in the second est HillsShe has also conducted work perience. All the disciples of effort. Or was it perhaps the
articles published in American
Mrs.
Ann
C.
Smerka,
teacher
leaflets. . !(,
The People-To-People Sports
Observer of November б and for 20 years of physically- shops and graduate classes at Oleh Gabrusewycz displayed impetus, the passionate way in half especially on the Brooklyn
thc students approached side. One of the German play Committee announced that it
December 4,1961. titled, "Story handicapped and other chil the State University College at remarkable skill and an > n n c r [ which
Dear Mr. Cos*:---*
th c musk?
ers was checked hard by Pur has raised $25.000 to charter a
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